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Overcrowded training
room causes problems
By David Holizman
STAFFWRITER

Complaints from, club sport athletes
that they had been denied use of the
fieidhouse training room were voiced by
some student leaders at last Wednesday's
Presidents' Council meeting.
Varsity athletes alwayshavepriosityin
the traittittg room, accordingto KarlSmith/
dean* of the college. He said thk was
necessary because of a lack of adequate
spaceand staffing to accommodatenil the
Colby students who participate in other
Athletic teams.
*T think if there are 30 football players
an Ithe framing room),it'sright for them to
come ahead of rugbyplayers/said Smith.
JThe sheer number of people playing
*ports each season farces some land of
schedule,"
, ,
Some students, including some hall
presidentswhospokeout Wednesday,said
Ihey weregiven no choice but to go to the
Health Center, whose own trainittg room
1_ ©pen only from nine to twelve each
wioroing when someone is there to staff it.
Ifanatldetecannotcomeforrehabilitation
in the morning, accord ing to Grossman
president Kendra Snuth '92, it is difficult
to get a referral for another time*
"Tho trainer looked at me like she
wanted me to leave," said Kim Marshall
oo
'94^W dmanpv e_ _d en*> who had sprained
a muscle playing rugby, "She said she
wasn 't supposed to do anything for club
athletes, 1had to go to the Health Center
with a bag of ice,"
'Thereshouldn't be a ny discrepancy/'
saidKurtNiebuhr'94,MaryLow Commons
presiden f/'A Colbystudent with an inj ury
is, a Colby student With an injury, Jft 's

ridiculous for people to have to [walk to
the Health Center !/'
Liability,in addition to a lack of space
and personnel, may play a role in the
twining room's limited accessibility, said
Jason. Soules '93, Stu-A president* The
Council formed a subcommittee
Wednesday to look at alternativesto the
training xoom in its current formlite room was refurbished in a larger
Space forthe new School yeaT,saj d Athletic
Director Richard Whitmore, but "we still
have a.staffing problem."
Scott Nussbaum '92,Pepper president,
suggested the training room would be
overwhelmed if all sports teams were
allowed to use the equipment there.Money
earned by varsity teams helps to pay for
th e room,he said.
"I'm not say ing rugby isn't as viable a
sportasfootball,"hesaid/1?utthetraining
room is for treating varsity athletes/'
Soules said he thought the only nonvarsity sport that might make' ' more "than
occasional use of the training room would
be the men's and Women 's rugby clubs.
Most other teams,like thecrew and bike
clubs,are unlikely lo need i ts services on a
regular basis*
"I have no problem With the definition
of cluband varsity teams on this campus/
said Soules. "Bull thi nk the training toom
shonldbe open to both. Colbyprides itself
on alt the students that do athletics, and
isn't the room a place that specializes i«
treating athletic injuries? It doesn't seem
quite equi table/
Th ere: are way$ to get around the
training room's limits,DaveJorgcnson'92,
Stu-A treasurer said the rugby teams
^
usually purchased the services of a local
ambulance company to work their games
this fa 0,(3

,rKiller
at Colby
"
The squirt gun:don t leave home without it
By Heather Logan
STAFF WRITER
Beware of mafia groups and don't be
caugh t alone without your gun.
The game of Killer is underway on cam-

J ohn Grady '94 stalks Todd dosselait '93

pus and many p eop le are stru ck wi th wa t er
gun paranoia.
The object of Killer is to shoot a pro-assigned person with a squirt gun without
anyone else witnessing the act. Residence
halls have established various "safe zon es"

p hoto by Amy KL Borrell
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College investigates gay life on campus

Students meet to build Bridges on campus

photo by Amy KL Borrell

about the need for a comfortable atmosphere
[for gay, lesbian, and bisexual students.]"
The new sub-committee hopes to institute
Recently a sub-committee of the Colby a plan which will enable The Brid ge to focus
Community Committee was formed "to look on its initial goal of providing a support group
into the atmosphere and environment for for homosexuals on campus. The committee
gay, lesbian, and bisexual students on has discussed the possibilities of hosting
campus," said thechairof the sub-committee, speakers, having workshops to sensitize
Associate Dean of Faculty Margrit Lichterfeld faculty, students, and staff to heterosexist
Thomas,who is presently investigating how attitudes, and expanding the curriculum to
perhaps include courses in gay studies, said
other schools deal with these issues.
When members of The Bridge found their Thomas. The committee also hopes both to
club evolving into "more of an educational improve the level of comfort for gays,lesbians,
center than a support group," some of the and bisexuals who feel Colby has an
club's initial goals were lost, said Thomas. , "atmosphere of negativity and disapproval,"
"It kind of takes away from the support and to work with Safety and Security to
group that it used to be," said Katie Morrison improve protection and feelings of security,
said Thomas.
'94, president of The Bridge.
"Everywhere [gays, lesbians, bisexuals]
"We are trying to make gay, lesbian, arid
bisexual rights more visible," said Thomas. go [they] can see something that can hurt,"
"It'sa question of visibility. They were finding said Morrison.
"A lot of the issues are about being
it very difficult to deal with this issue."
comfortable
and safety...it's not something a
Over 100 people have shown up for
meetings of The Bridge, wh ich con sist s of sub-committee can decide,", said Soules.
both heterosexuals and homosexuals who Looking at the issues from a broader scope
come to find out about homosexual issues, will help," he said.
The sub-committee will meet today to
said Student Association President Jason
continue
its discussion, an d welcomes anyone
Soules '93, a member of the sub-committee.
"We've bra instormed on some th i ng s t ha t who feels they could contribute to the group,
need to be looked at," he said. "We've talked said Thomas.Q
By Karen Lipman
ASST NEWS EDITOR

where individuals cannot be killed.
The degree of scheming and stalking for
Killer is extensive. "I've known people to
f i n d ou t someon e's sched ule, hide in a bathroom stall and wait until their person gets out
of th e shower," sa id Laura Keally '94, a participant the Chaplin
Commons game.
Most resid ence halls
have a long list of safe
zones. Kristin Burati '93,
organizer of the game for .
Foss an d Wood man , sai d
the Foss/Woodman safe
zones include "your own
room , tho dining halls,
class, the library, the 24
hour stu d y room , lab s,
and any type of athletic
practice or rehearsal."
Organizer of the game
for Dana , Rob Underwood '94 stressed the
importa nce of "not bother ing those who arc
not participating" as well as "not doing anything that would upset tho administration."
In Taylor, the designated safe zones arc
minimal. Only the bathroom and the
participant 's own room arc safe, according to

Lees Pa t riacca '94, Taylor hal l president.
Sean McBri d e '95, a Tay lor partici pan t,

said his Killer told him about "this really
attractive girl downstairs who wanted to go
to 'Screw Your Roomma t e' with [him]." She
motioned for McBride to come with her
d ownsta i rs an d t hen
killed him.
"She go t me all
p syched up, an d t hen she
shot me," said McBride.
A Taylor residen t assistan ce t rie d t o kill her
victimby "sayi ngshcha d
to sign her room cont ract ," said Patriacca.
"Jim Burke ['92] killed
three people with [the
vic t im 's] own guns."
In Foss, Dean Snell
'95, said he "really cot
lucky " and killed six people in the first two
days. "All the people I had to kill I knew, so i t
was pretty easy," he said.
Snell said his own death was the result of
a "mafia attack" "i was sitting in a friend's room
"Killer " continued on page 6

Survey reveals students* thoughts on social life
Student responses listed 266 library on Sat. and Fn. nights is one respondent. "In actuality, the
points of concern on campus, the amazing," read another survey. drinking hasn't become more
top five being the alcohol policy, "Students need to wind down and responsible, it has been forced to
A survey on Colby life, from social life, lack of unity, diversity let loose. Right now people are take on a different personality. Offacademicsto issuesof diversity,was issuesand the administration.Many stressed, unhappy and beginning campus drinking (e.g. the increased
distributed to Johnson Commons respondents believed there was a to dislike this school. I don't know possibility of drunk driving) has
increased and
residents at their November town lack of diversity
small closedon
campus
hall meetings.
door parties
"Everyone's talking about how whereas others
(e.g. more beer
there are problems on this campus believed the
for
fewer people
and we wanted to find a way to get College was
because
of the
the maximum input on these forcing the issue
lack
of
flow
in
problems," said Keith Dupuis '93, of diversity on
and out of these
president of Johnson Commons.
the
student
private parties)
The survey, which elicited 198 body.
have increased.
"You go to
responses, was organized "by the
I hope the
to
Johnson Commons Council with college
alternatives
and
help from the psychology and expand
w e r e
l e a r n .
sociology departments.
considered by
"The
results are not Sometimes it is
t
h
e
encouraging," said Dupuis, who hard when you
administration
compiled the responses. In one live in 'Littl e
when they first
example, most students described Boston,'" read
started
to
response.
campus unity and school spirit as one
change
policies
"Colby would
either "very poor" or "adequate".
for politics."
I think one of the most be a better and
"I agree that
important things I found when I more educating J ohnson Commons Pres ident KeithDupuis and Vice-president Ryan Friel .
the changes the
was reading this is that students institution if
answered very responsibly," said they would get their minds off what kinds of events should be administration wants to make are
Dupuis, who said he found the political policy changes and back planned, but something has got to positive," said Dupuis. "But they
are going about it in the wrong
majority of the responses to b e well- on problems that mean something happen soon."
"The
administration
appeared
way." One of the most common
thought out. The major concern of and actually affect the stud entbody
the respondents was not the in a positive way. increased to have offered up the change in the responses that Dupuis cited was a
policy to satisfy those looking in on complaint that the Student Center
availability of alcohol but a viable diversity would be positive."
the college from the outside," said is no longer bring ing people
in
the
"The
number
of
people
alternative for the social life,he said.
By Andrea Krasker
NEWS EDITOR

together.
"We have had such a difficult
time being heard by the
administration," said Dupuis. "I
think one of the problems is
whenever there is a controversy on
this campus people tend to say the
wrong things."Dupuis believes that
it is good for the administration to
read responsible, well-thought out
responses from students on these
important issues.
"It's not someone standing on a
soapbox screaming, with a beer in
his hand," said Dupuis.
"I think what it all boils down to
is that students are willing to accept
an alternative as long as it satisfies
them," said Dupuis. Respondents
were aware that policy will not
return to what it was in the past,
and looked toward the creation of a
viable alternative.
A report of the results of the
survey should be available by the
end of the week. It will be
distributed to the administration,
all members of student government
and any students who want to
receive a copy.Q

Paying for Colby

Student s anxious abou t t uition cost s
By Jonathan Kaplan

"Parents may have had savings,
but with tuition increases or other
factors, they can't make it the entire
four years without some help,"said
Jenkins. 'Just because you don't
apply your freshmen year doesn't
hold you back from getting aid
later."
Jenkins said that some parents
of seniors have contacted the
Financial Aid Office because they
need assistance paying for their son
or daughter's last semester of Colby

McDonald's and at a submarine
sandwich shop to make ends meet.
STAFF WRITER
"[Working for my tuition
money] gives me a different
perspective on life and makes me
Colby's annual tuition is now
appreciate the true value of a
$21,810. While some students take
dollar," she said. "It makes life
it for granted that their parents will
different
at Colby. I don't regret
write out a check for their tuition
had
to do and it makes me
what
I've
each semester, others are going the
take
my
education
more seriously."
extra mile to meet Colby's financial
Ellis is not pleased with Colby's
requirements.
financial aid services.
"It's difficult to think about [the
'The Financial Aid Office is
cost of tuition] much less discuss
r u d e
,
it," said Michael
unreasonable,
Koester '94. "At
and frustrating,"
times, it seems
she said.
very selfish what
Last year,
I'm
doing.
Ellis'
father was
Consequently, I
hospitalized
and
feel guilty."
forgot
to
send
in
Koester said he
the
Financial
Aid
felt he was
Form. Ellis went
preventing his
to explain her
father
from
predicament
to
retiring sooner
the
Financial
Aid
because of the
Office and a
high cost of
worker replied
Colby's tuition.
sarcastically,
M a n y
according to
students also
Student working at a campus job in the Spa .
g^. -. Sayine
worry that their
plwto by Virginia Stettinius "Maybe he's
parent's savings
decided that you
won't hold out for four years of a
for
financial aid."
tuition.
arc
not
applying
Colby education.
said
he
paid
'94,
Brian
Scidman
Ellis
left
the
office
in
tears.
"This yoar is taken care of but
money
"There aro changes fin aid
my mom spent all of her savin gs on for his first two years with
lawsuit,
his
his
family
won
in
a
packages]
going on all year long,"
one year and if I want to stay here,
from
and
money
"We often reevaluate
summer
earnings,
said
Jenkins.
I am going to need a full ride,"said
said
his
his
Bar
Mitzvah.
Scidman
She said that
cases
at
mid-year."
Kristen Hanssen '95.
to
father
will
have
to
take
out
a
loan
although
most
of
the
financial aid
Many returning upperclassmcn
tuition.
funds arc dispersed at thebeginning
who did not apply for financial aid pay for the next two years'
pays
a
portion
Ellis
'94,
ofthcycar,ifastudontdemonstrates
Ramsey
upon matriculating at Colby end
up applying for some kind of aid of her tuition herself out of her need at mid-year, the student will
before graduating, according to summer earnings. Before her first be awarded additional aid.
"The financial aid office always
Suzanncjcnkins,executiveassistant year at Colby, Ellis worked 60 hour
at
doing
double
shifts
weeks,
comes
up with the funds from
in the financial aid office.

Graduate School of
Architecture , Planning ,
and Preservation

The Shape of
Two Cities:
New York / Paris
Applications are being accept ed for
the 1992- 1993 academ ic year at the

Special Undergraduate Program . A junior year
introduction to architecture, urban planning, and
historic preservation for students who have
completed their sophomore year at an accredited
college or university. Students spend the first
semester in New York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the
second semester in Paris at Columbia's studio and
classroom facility In the historic Marais district.
The program offers a choice of academic terms:
1. Summer, 1992 In New York and Fall, 1992 in Paris.
2. Fall, 1992 in New York and Spring, 1993 in Paris,
Applications due March 15, 1992
Application forms and additional information may
be obtained from:
Dean of Admissions
Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservation
400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
(212) 854-3510
Columbia Unlvornlly lo an nl(lrmnllvo ncllon/oquDl opportunity Institution

^
•

News analysis

Over 700 turn out to hear Kerrey
By Mart y Hergert
STAFF WRITER
Asacrowd of 750people packed
the Page Commons Room in. the
student center
last . Friday
afternoon ,
democratic
presidential
candidate
Senator Bob
Kerrey CDNebraska)
spoke
of
opportunities
the
United
States
had
provided for
h i m
,
opportunities
that Kerrey
said he will
provide for
everyone if
e l e c t e d
president.
• Kerrey, in
establishing his
standing on the
issues, related
his experiences
as a disabled
Vietnam
veteran. After winning the
congressional medal of honor, he
returned injured from Vietnam in
1969 lacking the political influence
and power he needed to get his life
back in order,he said.
. "But because I was willing to
ask for help and the United States
was there to provide for me, I am
here to speak to you today," said
Kerrey, The senator's platform
centered around his belief that "the
finest mission of government is
providing peoplethe opportunities
to become more perfect human
beings."
In the twenty-minute speech,
Kerrey
concentrated
on
governmental efficiency, national
health care, and changes in
educational policies, all of which
require fundamental changes, he
said.
Kerrey called for a streamlining
of the government, which would
include decreasing the number of
government departments from 14
to 7. He believed that a smaller
legislatureand executivebranch are
also necessary toincreaseefficiency.
"The government is organized
for political reasons," said Kerrey,
"not for the reasons of the people as
it should be."
Kerrey's platform also included
a national health care plan under
which no Americans would have
to prove they were poor enough to
receive health care. Costs for
Kerrey's national health care plan
would be kept under control, and
management of the plan would be
left to individual states.
The same fervor which tho
government applied to Operation
Desert Storm must, also bo applied
to education,said Kerrey. "We must
be committed to getting tho job done
ri ght because there arc lives at
stake."
Issues of military spending and
environmental legislation were
raised by tho audience. Kerrey
supported tho need for a strong
military but said that America is
beyond the Cold War fears of a
major confrontation. I-Ic said the

U.S. must first determine how
decreased defense spending will
affect communities such as thosein
Maine, which depend on
employment at Loring Air Force

Base and Bath Iron Works. In the
long term, Kerrey said we must
switch to a civilian-basedeconomy.
"I think Kerrey's support of a
strong military is inconsistent with
his view that the fear of
confrontation is ending. He gave
no indication of military reduction,"
said Jason Reifler '95. "He seems to
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support U.S. intervention."
The senator suggested higher
efficiency standards and energy
conservation as solutions to
environmental problems. Research
a n d
development
of
energy
efficient
techniques
can provide
jobs
and
economic
opportunities,
according to
Kerrey.
Kerrey 's
s p e e c h
impressed
some
in
attendance.
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Colby Democrats drew Waterville
residents and local Maine
legislators to the speech.Q
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Ray ' s
Barbershop

Bring your BSN to the Army and we'll assign a
preceptor to help put you at ease.
Your preceptor will be an experienced Army Nurse
who will smooth your transition from school to practice.
With advice, counsel on Army nursing procedure, or just
by being a friend .
>.
With your preceptor's help, you'll meet your new '
challenges and rapidly move into a leadership role of
your own.
If you're a BSN candidate... or you are an RN with a
BSN...you'll find the rewards and responsibility you're
looking for in Army Nursing. Contact your local Army
Nurse Corps Recruiter.

1 134 Kennedy Memorial j
Drive
|
|
1 Open Tues.-Fri. 7-4:30 1
I
Sat. 7-Noon
|
Call
I
Walk-ins Only
J

¦i,.

SFC Antwortli

207-775-5366

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYO UCAN BE.
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Dartmouth College
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Bring us your returnables.

Hanover, .New Hampshire
Iu an attempt to present an opposing viewpoint to National Coming OutI>ay> a group of
Dartmouth students parodied guy rights "jea n day" with "heterosexual shirt day/ on which
stpden Is wereafcle to share their support for heterosexual rights by wearing ashirt.According
to the Dartmouth Review,"most students did indeed take advantage of this opportunity to
show their support for heterosexual rights by wearing a shirt."

CentralWashingtonUniversity
Ellensburg, Washington

Dtte to local news stori.es on -sexually expl icit d rawings and photographs on elect ron ic
t>ul_-tin boards at Washington State colleges, the State of Washington will search the .
institotion's computers for pornography during its annual audit of colleges and universities.
An internal auditconductedlasf Summer by Central Washington University reveal ed thatthe
director of the university's Microcomputer Evaluation Center had installed pornographic
material on the computer system and had distributed it to certain faculty members and
students.

North Adams State College
North Adams,, Massachusetts

The Beta Chi Gamma fsaternity was placed on interim suspension by Vice President of
Student Affairs. Robert N. Maust after a police raid on the fraternity house* The raid Was
con ducted hytheNorthAdams PoliceDepartment in association with the North AdamsState
CollegeCampusPolice/the Massachusetts State Police,and the County Drug Task Force in an
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We deliver.

Bud's
Place
Food
Restaurant
F*ne

Pizza/Steak/Chicken / Fish

WE'RE NEW IN TOWN - 10% off pizza
for students and staff. Bring ID
18" fresh dough cheese pizza
$6.25
with discount
5.63
10" Fresh Dough Cheese Pizza
$1.90
with discount
1.71
COME ON IN WHILE IT LASTS!
Open Wed-Sat lOam-lOpm
Deliveries Wed-Sat from 5pm-10pm
Minimum order of $10 + $1.50 delivery charge
Bud's Place • 453-9416 • 190 Main Street
¦• Fairfield, ME 04937 •
Across from Cumberland Farms
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M eal Hours
- Closed Wednesday. November 27 .
through Sunday, December 1
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- Reopens Monday, December 2 ,at 7:30 a.m.
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- Reopens December \ for Dinner from 5-?p.m
- Closed 2 p.m. Wednesday, N ovembe r 27 ,
through Sunday, December 1
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- Reopens Monday, December 2, at 9 a.m.
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Wednesday, November 27

Breakfast

Thursday, No ve mber 2 8
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Friday, November 29

Breakfast

8-9 a.m.

Sunday, December 1

Breakfast

8-9 a.m.

Regular Hours Begi n Monday, December 2
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Campus stone defies gravity
FEATURESEDITOR

Main Street
Free Delivery
Waterville, Me.
Minimum'
873-4988
$15.00

The Babson Anti-Gravity Stone accompanied a photo by Virginia Slellinius
$12,500 gift of stocks given to Colby in 1960.
crash. Either of these accidents . clearinghouse for independent
with a n gravity researchers trying to f ind a
anti-gravity device.
substance that is resistant to
Research gravity .Q
The
Gravity
Foundation
serves as a
could h ave been avoid ed

Presidents ' council update
By David Holtzman
STAFF WRITER
The Echo and The Response are
trying to cut down on waste by
having copies of their publications
delivered to students' mailboxes,
said Student Association President
Jason . Soules '93, at last
Wednesday's Presidents' Council
meeting.
The Kennebec Journal , printer
of both publications , has a
minimum printing cost, but the
publications are both requesting
that a smaller number of copies be
printed regard less of the fact that
they arc paying f or more copies.
Putting a copy in each mailbox
would cut down on the number of
extra issues on campus. Soules said
he will seek an exception to the
College's bulk mail rule, which
forbids mailbox-stuffing of this
variety because of the bulk junkmail that constantly inundates the
Student Center post office.
Tullio Nieman , director of
Student Activities,said that campus
groups advertising with StuAds,
which raises money for clubs, are
given exemptions from the bulk
mail rule.
Also noted at the meeting last
week:
•Karen Laidlcy '93, Stu-A vicepresident, said she has talked to
John Frechette, acting director of
Safety and Security, about campus
lighting problems but that plans
for improvements aro still being
discussed.
Some campus

MEI CHOW

Ch inese & America n Restaura n t

By Laura Paylenko

If a pass went long from the IPlay touch-football field and landed
on the pine trees next to the tennis
courts, a player going after the ball
would most likely find the football
next to the Colby anti-gravitystone.
"This monument has been
erected by the Gravity Research
Foundation, Roger W. Babson
founder, it is to remind students of
the blessings forthcoming, when a
semi-insulator is discovered in
order to harness gravity as a free
power and reduce airplane
accidents,"reads the inscription on
the stone.
anti-gravity
stone
The
accompanied a $12,500 g ift of
common stock given to the College
by Babson in .960. "The Stone was
a provision with the money," said
Earl Smith, dean of the college.
Many faculty members were
reluctant to accept the gift at the
time, saying that the Gravity
Research Foundation's work was
not scientifically credible.
The stone was originally erected
outside of Keyes, but "drunk kids
kept knocking it over, so we moved
itacross the street in the early 70's,"
said Smith.
Babson was "a rich, eccentric
man " who gave financial
contributions to several Eastern
colleges, said Smith, The source of
Babson's interest in gravity is
unknown, but some speculate that
his grandson, Michael, died in a
swimming accident. Others claim
that Babson's son died in a plane

* *4 *

environmental groups are
concerned about a plan to add more
lighting behind the Heights,
because one or more trees may be
cut down in order to put up the
additional lighting.
•Off-Campus representative
Andy Benson '92, is looking into
starting a taxi service to shuttle
students from one si te in Waterville
to another, in conjunction with
Safety and Security. His plan calls
for students to use their Colby ID's
in lieu of cash.
"It's designed to get people
home,not to get them from party to
party," said Benson. A liability
question exists for on-campus
students who might use the service,
several members of the Council
noted.
•Lovejoy Commons President
Jason Pizer '93, was surprised to
learn that his Commons dinner,
scheduled for tonight, coincided
with an all-campus dinner-fast
sponsored by theNcwmanCouncil.
The fast was eventuall y
rescheduled for Wednesday night
for members of Lovejoy Com mons,
according to Elliott Barry '94,
Lovejoy Commons vice-president.
•Jon Yormak,Stu-A social chair,
said John Cafferty and the Beaver
Brown Band will play at Colby on
December 13, the Last Day of
Loudness.
•The Council voted to prohibit
the wearing of jeans at future
meetings. No member of tho group
was against the movcQ

HeatWave Vacations, Inc. is
looking for brig ht, personable
individuals to promote our
European skiing and Caribbean
Spring Break trips. Earn free
vacations and big paychecks. For
more information, call Gregory
at (800)-395-WAVE.

f

M Corey
Music Center
Everything in
Music

99 Main Street
872-5622

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

We offer prep courses for the PSAT SAT.ACT, LSAT.
GMAT, GRE and MCAT rests at over 150 locations worldwide.

Classes starting now!
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

Classifieds

Earn Fabulous FREE Spring Break
Vacation while meeting new
people and earning cash. Work at
your own pace. Energetic, highly
motivated outgoing individuals
needed. Call Bob at Campus Holidays 1-800-627-4791betweenSpm
- 10pm CST.

WANTED: "Coppertone Spring TAKE YOUR BREAK IN GREAT
student BRITAIN! Exchange vacations
Break
Tri p "
representative to promote trips arranged between students in
to Cancun, Nassau, Barbados, England and America. Discount
J amaica, Daytona and Orlando. aiv fare available. Contact
Best programs available STUDENTS ABROAD, LTD., P.
ANYWHERE... earn cash, free O. Box 944 Orangevale, CA 95662.
trips, plus more. Call for more Tel: (800) 428-8538. Fax: (916) 635information 1-800-222-4432(9:00 1165.
am - 5:00 pm).
CAMPUS REPS WANTED!
Travel Sales Representative. STS, QUALITY VACATIONS TO
the leader in collegiate travel EXOTIC DESTINATIONS! SELL
needs motivated individuals and SPRING BREAK PACKAGES TO
groups to promote Winter/ JAMAICA , CANCUN, BAHASpring Break tri ps. For MAS, MARGARITA ISLAND.
information call Student Travel FASTEST TO FREE TRAVEL
Services,1thaca,NY at 1-800-648- AND $$$. CALL SUN SPLASH
TOURS. 1-800-426-7710.
4849.
Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259.00 includes roundtrip
air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free
admission,hotcl taxesand more!
Organize a small group. Earn
free trip. 1 (800) BEACH IT.

j

ADDRESSERS WANTE D immediately! No exper-ience necessary.
Process FHA mortgage refunds.
Work at home. Call 1-405-3213064.

Temeros Counseling offers a
di gnified
professional,
environment to address
relationship,family,dependency
and personal growth issues.
Located just 10 minutes from
campus. Sliding fee scale for
students. Call 453-4437 for an
appointment or information
pamphlet.
ADOPTION
Picnics,piggy-backsand a brother 's
hand to hold . Happiness and
securityawaityour newborn. Loving professional mom, dad, and
son are anxious to adopt again.
Legals paid. Oil! collect Judy and
Paul 207-799-9833.
RAISE $500,..$1000..,$l 500

\¥WWE
-Wl d
E
¦AA. rA. J-iW
Ij F lJj MI EEg
For your fraternity.
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
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Killer continued from page 1
with five other people and ten
guys came in from downstairs and
took me into the bathroom and
killed me. They covered their eyes,
so it was all legal," he said.
Mafia work is commonplace in
the Foss-Woodman
game,
according to Stephen Cranfill '94.
"Five or six people would group
together and kind of work outside
of the law to kill," he said.
This group killing is valid only
in Foss and Woodman because of
an unusual witness rule stating that
"no one must see the actual
gunshot," according to Burati.
In Dana,a special defense rule is
emp loyed. "The people being
chased can wound their killers [with
a shot] and then get a period of 24
hours when they're safe from being
killed," said Underwood.
The Taylor and Foss-Woodman
games also differ from most as they
have no time limits. "Quite a few
people were killed on the first day
of the game," said Patriacca. "But
now only the die-hard killers carry
their guns around."
"The game has really died in
Woodman," said Cranfill. "I have
absolutely no desire anymore to kill
my person."
As in Wood man, the tension has
decreased in the Chaplin Commons
game, according to Keally. She said
she has only mild interest in finding
her victim since the game ends the
lastdaybefore Thanksgiving Break,
but "when I'm in the killer mood, I
carry my gun around ."?

Crime at Camp Colby
By Elizabeth Herbert
STAFF WRITER

time, even when I wen t t o the
bathroom."
Organizations, such as the
Outing Club and WMHB,were also
A crime wave hit Colby in victims of theft.
Lounge furniture disappeared
February, 1979, when bicycles,
stereos, televisions, and wallets as well. Assistant Dean of Students
were stolen from dorm rooms. Janice Seitzinger said that the
Room searches by the Dean of lounges would be refurnished ,but
the furniture
Students Office
would be built
p r o v e d
into the wall and
unsuccessful in
locating
the floor to make
the
it
virtually
stolen goods,
unmovable.
which lead the
"I think the
administration
students feel
to believe the
like
they 're
thieves were not
t a k i ng
Colby students.
As a result of
something that
the thefts, students became more belongs to them when they steal
careful about locking their rooms school property," said a hall staff
member. "It belongs to everyone."
and registering valuable items.
The furniture thefts resulted in
"It's ridiculous," said one
student. "When I first came to Colby earlier dorm lock-ups, restrictive
I didn't have to lock my door. But areas for authorized personnel only,
after I had my typewriterripped off and locked or chained-down
(last year) I began to lock it every ashtrays and tables.Q
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Downstairs from the Silve r Street Tavern

Thursday Niaht is Senior Night
Featuring:
ftfolson and Molson Light - $1.50
16oz Coors Light Draft $1.50
Rumpleminz or Jagermeister - $2.00
Free 5 ft. sub at 10pm

We're still waiting for the safe return of our rug.
• or return to Colby Security • Safari Bar 873-2277

?
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On the Road
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TUES-FRI: 7:30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00

to The Iron Horse Bookstore
for a Largely Literary T-shirt,
Large & X-Large, 100% cotton

Featuring :
$14.95
Virginia Woolf, Emily Dickinson,
Gertrude Stein, Beethoven, Walt
Whitman,Zora Neale Hurs ton,
and many others !

45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010

10; Railroad
Square, Wtvl. ,¦ 872-0939
.

iN

Bacon , Cheese, |
2 Eggs, Bacon , Toast ,
Tomato, Lettuce, 1
Pancakes, Homefries
Fried Egg !
& Coffe e
$1.90 1
$4.50
872-7712
I
Open Seven Days a Week
|
2:00p.m.
5:30a.m.
j
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Choose from 22
Sy racuse University
p rograms in Asia ,
Europe and

Breakfast Sandwich i

Bear left after Hie Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on the left,

——

\—f Open your mind I-—t
to the world

Bonnie's Diner

Benton Avenue - Winslow
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Top Ten Things Colby Students Have to be Thankfu l for:
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I TOP TEN LIST FOR THIS WEEK
10. The Blue Light
9. Spa Bagels with Cream Cheese
8, Those Nifty Plastic Mugs
7. Cheerleaders
6, Effective Leaf Removal
5„ Alan's Amnesty Hour
4, Missed Meal
3, January without Jan Plan
2, Wristbands
1* Off-ampus Parties

A

Australia.
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Syracuse U n iversity
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
(315) 443-9420/942 1
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St u den t s
interested in remaining on
camp u s t his
J a n u a ry
'without doing a
Jan Planshould

From Broadway to Waterville...

see Thelma in
t he Dean of

Students Office

as soon
possible

as
to

1 complete the
n e c e s s a ry
forms*

p hoto by Karen Dixon
Broadway Musical Reviewplayed to a f ull house for three consecutive nights last weekend.The production, in its
thirteenth semester, was directed by Roger Schulman '92, and Becky Graham '92, with p iano accompaniment by
f e nCoffin '92. For those who experienced the rage at the box office and couldn't get tickets, BMR is taking suggestions
on how to arrange a better systemfor next semester's production.

(Big (Biffs TrCmCity (Discount (Beverage
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Don't drive , just call us for fast , free delivery !

See the Pro 's At...
Head Quarters
Hair Styling

Mon.-Wed. 8am-9pm
Thurs . 8am-1Opm

WLVKUnte^Q&QSX^ CW'ES! • WZ WEJXOMK ^HXl$^(BL(ES!

$2.00 Off All Services With Colby I.D.
Open 8am-5pm
• Redken Products •
113 Main Street , Waterville , 873-1344

^HPM^^ y
^ ^M
DAVID MATHIEU CO.
I

Esrabllt hed

'9SB

AUTO BODY
Allen St, Waterville

872-5518

873-4837
215A College Avenue
Fri. and Sat. open 'til midnight
Sun. 12pm-7pm

Behind Colleae Ave.

Cof Wash

&

Call Ahead Orders

Th© K O_

I ££
II
beer
wine
*
SODA * PIZZA
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Check our prices
on all sizes
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SANDWICHES
GROCERIES
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26 OAK STREET
OAKLAND , MAINE

fl

I
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OPEN Seven Daya o Wook
8:00 am to 12:00 Midnight

D
_
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,Featuring
_. , «Thru
. . , Drive
fL
. *Service
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Regular Dough Cheese Pizza
Fresh Dough Cheese Pizza

$3 1Q $4 35 $6 Q5

FRE E .DELIVER

X

With_ purchases over $5.00
x%- « «^ « /- , ,

~~
465-3292/465-3293
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Colby caters to candidate
As nice as it was to have the Page Commons Room packed

for Senator Robert Kerrey last Friday, it prompts the Echo to

ask this question: Where were all these students,faculty, and
staff when Governor McKernan made an appearance earlier
in the semester? McKernan , who presently affects our lives

more than Kerrey does, was apparently not worthy of an
introduction by President Cotter, nor the cancellation of

_
classes.
where
both
sides of every issue are
Colby is supposed to be a place
heard, and where issues can be studied from an objective point of view.
And yet several professors showed biases by going to see Kerrey and not
McKernan.
Less than fifty students, only one member of the faculty, and no
administrators showed up to hear McKernan speak last month. Over 700
students,faculty, and staff showed upto hear Kerrey.Why the discrepancy?
Perhaps it is more exciting to hear a possible future president speak
than the governor of the "backwoods" state of Maine, the state that is
important politically for it will hold the third state primary.
Kerrey came to Colby to speak in the midst of a national campaign.
McKernan came to Colby to speak in the midst of a budget crisis and daily
conflicts. The governor sacrificed his time to come to Colby and add.ress
these issues. Unfortunately, Colby students, faculty, and staff—although
willing to sacrifice their time for Kerrey—were unwilling to do the same
for McKernan.

Another scheduling blunder
Colby has done it again. Another scheduling blunder.
Classes are being held Monday and Tuesday next week,
allowing only one full traveling day for most students to get
home to enjoy their Thanksgiving turkeys.

Knowing that many students would be absent, many professors
cancelled classes next week. For students who live outside New England
and must fly home, it seems like a waste of time to stick around for the
whole weekend, postponing plane reservations just go to one or two
classes.
Poor scheduling is also to blame for having the end-of-thc-semester
Last Day of Loudness on a Friday, thus making the reading period two
days, and on a weekend immediately after the rigorous last week of classes
in which professors and students alike traditionally cram much of the
semester's work. Time to wind doivn and study could only benefit the
outcome of these final exams.
And isn't it strange that we must return on the night Hanukkah begins,
Sun day,December 1,in order tobcin class thenextday. It is understandably
hard to schedule around the full eight days of Hanukkah,but it is pathetic
that a "multicultural" school could not provide for students wishing to
spend the first night of Hanukkah with their family—especially after the
similarly insulting first day of class being scheduled on Rosh Hashanah.
The "private institution" rhetoric is constantly used to explain
administrative policies that we question at Colby. As a private institution
it seems the scheduling, not being governed by the stale's restrictions,
should show a little more consideration for the students supporting its
private status.

Express yourself
Yes, Colby '
traditions do exist
The Echo welcomes
COOT, football games, walking and skiing on
campus trail, concerts, plays, Charlie Bassett's
Halloween stories, guest lecturers, climbing Mt.
Katahdin with the Outing club,French table,intramural
sports, JYA , Colby Friends and other volunteer
organizations, the Festival of Carols and Lights, and
skating 'on Johnson Pond are all activities I would
consider traditional.
The changes in tradition that Colby has been
experiencing recently have more to do with attitude
than the abolishment of fraternities and sororities or
the "new" alcohol policy.
Both the administration and the student body
need to change. The administration's focus should be
more on the needs of the Colby community many
students seem to believe that because they attend
Colby they are exemptfrom the lawand that everything
should bedone for them.These students need to reassess
their reasons for being at Colby and start appreciating
those around them.

letters from anyone
who wants to
express her/Ms
point of view

: .Letters should be typerf , signed, no longer ;
than 200 words, and submittecl to the f loho
office in Roheirts before Sp m on
. Monday
fto that walk's i-su<. < (Letters may also be sent through campus mail c/o the Echo$

Echo unethical?

In the November 14 issue of the Echo,an article was
writtenaboutaJ-Boardcasethattook placethatSunday.
That particular case was supposed to be a closed
hearing.The Echo representativepresent,however,was
not asked to leave by the J-Board Obecause of some
careless mistake by the Dean's office) until the opening
charges had been announced and the student involved
Karen deForest Jarosz '90 had been recognized.The Echo representative was then
asked to leave, after being reminded that it was
supposed to be a closed hearing.
After J-Board handed down its decision in
conjunction with the Dean'sof f ice later in the week,the
student being charged was contacted by the Echo for
comment. He clearly stated that he had no comment,
and asked that the reporter not use his name in the
article because the case was supposed to be a closed
Althoug h it was great to have Democratic hearing. The reporter more than once assured this
presidential candidate come speak to the Colby student that he would not reveal his name in the article.
community, it is important that everyone know some Nonetheless, when the article appeared in the
November 17 issue,the student was identified,and his
facts about Senator Kerrey.
In order to pay for Senator Kerrey's proposed $479 name was used repeatedly.
billion Universal Health Care Plan, he intends to raise
Whether this is a question of journalistic ethics, or
everyone's taxes, not just the rich. He intends to just a matter of personal integrity and common decency,
implement a 5% pay roll tax, a 2% tax on non-wage I do not know. However, I am sure of one thing; by not
income and the intends to tax 85% of Social Security upholding the laws concerning closed hearings on this
campus and then lying,this particular writer,his editor,
benefits.
On the week of November 4 Kerrey abstained on and the Echo demonstrated to me that jttiey lack all
two votes for the gutting of funding for the B-2bomber three.
and SDI and the Patriot and Arrow missiles. Although
Todd Alexander '92
Kerrey abstained, he was not on the campaign trail.
the
Senator
was
in
The Political Hotline reported that
Editor 's note: According to Appendix 111 of the Student
Washington that day. His vote on the Patriot and Handbook, "Student Discip linary Procedures," there isno
Arrow missiles might have made the vote 50-50 with law whichpr ohibitscampusmediafromprinting thenames
Vice President Quayle casting the deciding vote. Is this of students whose J-Board cases are decided by closed
demonstrating Presidential leadership?
hearings. As such, it is the policy of the Echo to print the
Finally,this weekend in Manchester Senator Kerrey, names of such students whenevertheyare madeavailableto
unknowingly being taped by C-Span, told an off-color the paper.
joke to Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton.
The decision to prin t the student 's name was
The joke was in reference to former California Governor made without the knowledge that the writer had promised
Jerry Brown, and was reported ly sexually explicit and the student anonymity—a promise which, under any
derogatory toward gays and lesbians. Kerrey later circumstance,a staff writer does not have the authority to
apologized for the joke and stated that he was merely make(the by line which accompanied the article was not
repeating a joke told to him earlier in the day.
that of the writer, who requested his name be removed) .

Kerrey off-targe t
and off-color

John Brockelman '92

Where does Colby 's j urisdiction end?
By Chris Mastrangelo
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
For the past three years, I have
been a Judicial Board Justice. JBoard's strength lies in the fact that
students hear the cases of other
students. We relate to defendants
and plaintiffs because we are out
therewith them indorms,in classes,
and at parties. Wc'vcseen windows
get broken and fights start. Being a
justice is not enjoyable; nobody 1ikes
to judge their peers. We would
prefer that no incidents warranted
a hearing. But mistakes are made
and wc as justices are there to serve
the students.
The
most
common
misperccption about J-Board is that
it decides punishments.This is not
true. Wc merely recommend
sanctions to the Dean of Students.
Ultimately, Colby is a private

institution and it has the right to set
a standard of behavior. And
although I am often the
administration 's biggest critic, I
believe it does a good job in this
a rca.Butits greatest flawisitsabuse
of power. The administration often
oversteps its bounds, and hides
behind the fact that Colby is
"priva te."
A recent case prompted me to
question where the College's
ju risdiction ends, and I did not
to like
According
the
what I foun^.
administration , we are Colby
students seven days a week, 2.4
hours a day. Whatever we do,
whenever we do it, wc fall under
Colby's jurisdiction. According to
the Student Handbo ok , "The
College reserves the r igh t to d ismiss
any student whose presence its
officials believe to bcdctrimenta l to
thcgcncral welfarc.Studcnts guilty
of misconduct off campus arc

subject to Colby sanctions whether
or not prosecution is pursued by
outside authorities."
The Lambda Chi suspensions
made me question how far the
administration's power extends.
Some argued that the men were
off - campus and out of Colby's
jurisdiction. TheCollegecountered
by saying their actions directly
affected Colby. I didn't like the
outcome, but I can see how
fraternity activities played a roll in
campus life.
There arc other, often less
publicized , cases which go
unnoticed that make mc question
Colby's authority. For example,
any student charged with drunk
driving off-campus must submit
to an alcohol evaluation
administered by the College. The
evaluation doesn't punish the
J -Board con tinued on page 12

What did you think of Senator Bob Kerrey's appearance at Colby?
Nicky Farkas'92
"The speech wasn't so moving.
I like Bob Kerrey a lot but I think
he's too liberal for America. He's a
man , a capitalist, and he's a
politician - what else is America
going to elect for President?"
i

™' '

Megan Campbell 94
"I thought that he was
unrealistic in his proposals because
he didn't take enough into account.
The budget deficit and his ideas
were too starry-eyed."

i

Matt Salah '94
"I thought it was good for the
school. Being a Republican, I went
in open-minded tohearotherviews.
1was very impressed with him but
I wouldn't vote for him."
\ phot osby AriUruker |

Tim Seston '93
"I thought he was pretty good.
My opinions aren't too strong but I
think he was honest."

Jorma Kurry '93
"I thought it was good to have
someone like that here. I thought he
had some good ideas but he didn't
have any way to apply them real
well."

An open lett er t o Senat orBob Kerrey Facts about P.E. credit
yet more money will be spent on
education and health care while
keeping taxes at the current levels.
You also said a strong military is
necessary. Who is your accountant
Senator Kerrey,David Copperfield?
Dear Senator Bob Kerrey:
I stoodjn the Student Center on How do you plan to do this? I
Friday and awaited your arrival applaud you when you say that
with keen interest. The signs all education is a growing concern and
over campus were making this out a national health care system is
to be the biggest event of the year. needed in this country,but you can't
"Senator Kerrey is the first have both and no deficit.
presidential candidate to speak at Something's gotta give.
My guess is that the deficit will
Colby in a very long time" read the
continue
to grow in the next four
billing, and I thought to myself, years. The recession we are in now
"Okay, I'll give this guy a chance." (I know the GNP grew 2.8% last
But Senator K!errey, in my opinion
but just wait until after the
your campaign needs a lot of work quarter
holidays)
can be fixed one of two
if you seriously want to challenge
the Republican incumbent.
First of all, the Treasurer from
Maine has got to go. When he said
"This guy, is going to blow your
socks off" I wondered when the last
By Mark Boles
time ANY politician blew anyone's
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER
socks off. Needless to say,my socks
were still on when I left an hour
later. But this is petty stuff. What
At the last Echo opinions staff
really needs work is your whole
meeting we were discussing topics
campaign platform.
For one thing, you said that the for this week's Echo. I suggested
whole Savings and Loan mess will faculty associates. "Faculty
be all cleared up by 1993. Are you associates? You mean advisers
kidding me? In the November 9 right?" asked onebefuddled fellow
issue of the Economist (p. 91), a writer. "No,"I said, "I mean faculty
rccentbankreform bill was defeated associates."
Faculty associates, not to be
in Congress 324-89 which "kills the
confused
with faculty residents,are
chance that real reform will pass
this year." And "given moderate faculty members who are supposed
luck, no more than a couple of to interact with students in
hundred more banks — and residence halls. Each residence hall
perhaps only onebig one—will go usually has two associates, whose
bust before Congress gets around roles are to participate in dorm
to reforming America's badly events or sponsor dorm-related
backward banking laws. And activities.
It is the duty of the head resident
that's not all.
By 1993 you say? No way. That or resident assistants to keep the
would mean that the sinking faculty associates informed of what
housing market, already at an all - is going on in the dorm and to try to
time low,would haveto rebound in schedule events with them. That is
12 short months. And, according to difficult to do when the associates
Investment Vision magazine, if the arc not around much: one of our
commercial real estate problem is faculty associates told us in the
"not handled properly by the beginning of the semester that she
federal government, this liquidity wouldn't bo able to spend much
problemcould plunge theeconomy time with the dorm. How about one
into depression, and delay for hour each semester. Is that
perhaps two full decades the unreasonable?
The point is that most students
recovery of an industry that
accounts for 25% of domestic GNP." don't even know who these people
aro,or what their roles are supposed
Yes, Senator Kerrey, Depression.
But why stop there? You also to bo. I asked Kate Diana , a
said that the deficit will be down to sophomorclivingin Williams,what
zero by 1996 (the end of your term), she thoug ht about faculty
By Paul Argiro
HANGMAN'S JURY

ways, at least according to theory.
For one thing, we can increase
government spending and hope it
spurs growth. Or interest rates can
belowered toencourage consumers
to borrow more in order to spend
more. The latter method has been
tried by President Bush and Alan
Greenspan and it isn't working. In
fact, a new threat of inflation seems
to be the only result.
With this new threat, Bush and
Greenspan will be reluctant to lower
the interest rates any further. So the
only thing left to do to helpusoutof
the economic mess is more
government spending which,
Kerrey continued on page12

Wanted: faculty associates
associates.
"I don't really know what they
are," she said. "1 don't think I've
ever seen one."
Erika Sayewich '92, head
residentof Sturtevant,said she tried
to get faculty associates to
participate in her dorm but that it
was "hard on both ends."
The general consensus seems to
be that no one knows what the
purpose of the faculty associate is.
Last year,when 1lived in Piper, we
met one of our two faculty associates
at our first dorm meeting and never
saw him again all year. I never met
the other one. My HR called them
both all the time but they were
always too busy to come to any of
our events. It would have been nice
to see them at our I-Play games and
at our Thanksgiving dinner.
Last week, there was supposed
to be a fi reside chat in Pepper with
the faculty residents and associates
after the lectureby Ernest van den
Haag. Father John Marquis, the
faculty resident, was the only one
to show. He lives there.
It seems to me that faculty
associatcsarc similartotheLovejoy
addition-thcy don't exist. I'm sure
there are a couple, maybe even a
few who care about their roles, but
on tho whole I am not impressed .
The students and faculty on this
campus ore good people. Being a
faculty associate gives you a chance
to make somo new friends and to
havo a good timo. God forbid you
should do thatD

proficiency tests) and then don't
show up/' said GlennaMichand
STAFF WRITER
of the Physical Education
Department* Then in May they
Many people whovisit Colby show up demanding tests fta
comment on how healfh- f nlftU their last credits]/'
consciom the student body
Seniors at thisstage are often
seems. The maj ority of the frantic But they can always set
studesitsparticipate in sportsaxid up chairs at graduation, right?
the athletic facilities are rarely Wrong, That never has been —
empty {in fact they Ate often and never will he — a way to
overcrowded)- This is i_li f nlfill deficientcredit-.It's amyth
Wonderful,but if Colby is really that's been here probably since
such 40 active school, whydo so- the day Colby moved to
many students moats about the Mayflower Hill, if not before.
all-College physical education Seniors discover this too tate,and
~~
•"
requirement?
in May the-.IMS. office is flooded
Colby requites four seasons with call- from, seniors frying to
of P.Ecreditf orgradwatiorw$V«ry figure out how t0 fill t«0 at/three
studen t Jknows this when th ey credits*
applytoand laterentoltatColby,
"tA couple of years ago},after
yet many seem to think it is not classes were all over, one girl
really 3 ser&ous requ irement, called vp and needed three
They complain about the credits/'said Michattd, "I realty
difficulty in fulfilling it, and get irritated after classes ate all
tn&teadof doing&n theywaituntit over and they call up needing
senioryear and panic
three credits (and demand that
There is no foundation for we set up tests for them).*
complaining: about a lack of
Twenty years ago, students
options. The PJE.Handbook for were required to take two years
_ 99_ *3992 ofter* the following
Of P-E,(i u$tead of the Current One
options for fulfillment of the year)* There were no deficient
-"r egu l ar seniors then*Are Colby students
requirement;
participation in P.E* classes, j ust lazy? Or is there a problem
mem bership on Varsity teams, with tho system?
membership on club teams,
Students complain that they
passing a proficiency test , do sports but don't get enough
leading COOT trips, and
credit for it JPeopIe on cl<ib sports
teaching ft& Or baching sports, put in five to ten or moro hoursa
either on or off campus, during wcekfora wholeseason.yetthey
the academic year with prior only receive one credit But ten
permission of the Chairman of hours alone is equal to on;e?_£,
'
fc&*
Credit flhi$; i$ how many bow$
Crediteanalsobe ob tained in are in a I?.E, class season?.
rare cases hy presenting Participants in varsity sports
certificate? such as National spend ju st as much time
Outdoor keadershij i $ehoof participating iu thoir $uort$,% j<
(NOX,S),WatorSafoty Instructor, not more,Yet they get two credits
and race forms (if an individual provided they make the teamand
competes independent oi Colby), participate in pre* and po$t<
The options We pXeutij fuf^aowhy Season^ s
ia it that so many seniors reach
Then there's the eVer>-pre$cnt
the end of their career at Colby demand for I-Play PJB* credi t.
without fttl-iUing thfs tritttpte We've been t&lkiugftbout it far a,
requirement?
couple of yertrtf uow* When i$ \i
r,a$t year, a*" of April, 129 going to happen?
seniors stilt had not completed
Maybe the system ia unfair.
the ntwssary four wd Us* Many W hj le one person can get a ewdtk
Of thescsertiOW were ertfoMed in by hiking in Atiidi* f or a day in
the Spring 1(1 Reason and took the fall, a m ember on a club sport
pro fici ency tests but as of May „, will get the same credit for a
^
2.seniors $tiJlh*d Uncompleted Who le season* But if you wwt to
their tem $eaaonM Some may do the oport anyway/ should *t
haveplanned on taking teats but matter? fiithcr Way> the credits
did not. "They sign up (or [the need to be fulfillcdD
>
By Heather Boothe

Band Profile

Sizing up The Enormous Room
By Ethan Gettman
A&E EDITOR

%^s onceivedonly a month ago, The
En ormous Room, a Colby-based f olk)
f unkjpunk band ,has sincep layed in the
Coffeehouse, in Foss , at an offcampus p arty,and most recently ,

at t he Bridg e p a rty last Saturday
night.
A hy brid of last year's short-

lived band , Lovesloth, The
EnormousRoomhasemergedfrom
yesteryea r 's musical "sludge" to
create a clean , orig ina l, and
danceable sound.
VocaHstEmily Dahmen'935 ,
theonlymembernotaffiliatedwith
Lovesloth, and guitarist/vocalist
AndrewBurnett '92,haveworked
together fo r over three years to
create a slew of off-the-wall-andinto-your-psyche songs now
incorp orated into the band's song
list.
Themusical "frame " of theRoom is
forme r-Sloth J o Lilore '90, the
commuting bassist f romSolon,Maine.
f u n ky
Jo s
basslinef romThe
Room's song
"HowAboutlt? "

is his own
original that was

adap ted
by
Primitech , the
New York-based
band that spearheaded
the
WMHB Fa ll
Festival ear lier
this year.J ay Collins '93,the dedicated
d ru mmer from Ch icago , excels in
p roviding the jazz-basedgroove toith
exactness and finesse.Said Collinst
"This is the most original, exciting
musicl'veeverplayed—it 's mudtmote
excitingthanmostoft hefazzl'veplayed
befo re."

Echo: H ow did you get the name

The Enormous Room?
A.B.: I read a book called The
Enormous Room, by e e cummings
and I liked the title.
Echo: Sort of like Jim Morrison
using William Bl a kes' line, "the
doors of perception." Do you

consider The Enormous Room an
off-spring of Lovesloth,Oris this a
different band altogether?
A.B.: This is a different band
altogether.
Echo: How so?
A.B.: There's a different energy, a
different sound. Lovesloth was

A.B.: Well, we wanted to have a
band—'cause two years ago we
wrote music together—in the
summertime,but this is like beyond
anything we ever imagined. You
know,a fully functioning band with
four people contributing is not just
like us writing songs and having a
rhythm
section. This
is like us
writing the
songs but
the rhythm
section is
contributing
a lot.Jay [the
drummer]
has more
musical
sense than
any of us, so
he's able to
contribute a
lot in that
regard. And
photos courtesy of Ethan Gettman Jo
[the
simply sludge and loud amp lifiers bassist] is the most exciting person
and The Enormous Room is a little in the band probably. He'sgot ideas.
more musical.
E.D.: And then, when you and I
E.D.:
More wrote three years ago, we had the
melodic.
mentality of electric, but I guess
EcfrorWe all know we're j ust lucky that it translated
that most of the well.
songs
are A.B.: Yeah, we wrote most of our
ori ginals. Who songs for Hawaiian slide guitar and
writes the lyrics? it translated well.
E.D.: Have I...? I Echo: What is the future of The
guess so. I don't Enormous Room?
know...
A.B.: The future of The Enormous
A.B.: It 's about Room is quite uncertain because
half-and-half.
Jay 's going to Scotland next
Echo:One
semester, but
Of my favorite songs is
Em i ly 's still
" C o r p o r e a l
here and Jo's
Procrastination." Who
still here but
wrote that one?
we can 't be
T h e
E,D-1did *
Echoi What was the
Enormous
inspiration behind this
R o o m
song?
anymore
E.D.: Well, that mentally
becauseJay's a
and physically, I fel t that I
major part of
was behind in development
the band .
than everybody else.
Ecfto.-One last
$cho; Who got the idea to
qu esti o n : If
you were to start a new band,what
create The Enormous Room?
E.D.s I wanted to be in a band but would it be call ed ?
[Andrew!alread y had the people A.B.: I have no clue.
there.
E.D.: 1 like USSA personally^

Colby Improv Co. encourages
conniptions at the Coffeehouse
By Dana Mackin
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I onight and Friday at 7:30 pm

in t he Coff eehouse t her e will be a

tense, important Drama that delves
deep into the psyche of the oppressed , it inerant farmworkers of
Finland...N077

HA HA HEEHEEHA WHBE
HEE HO HO TEE HEE YUK YUK
GUFFAW!
Ever laug h so hard you

popped a blood vessel in your eye?
That 's ri ght, it 's back. It's bi g. It's
better than bagels with little or no
cream cheese on them—The Colby
Improv Company: fast, funny,furious and sometimes a little strange,

go along (you know,what wedo on
essay exams all the time). Two
peop le stand upand ask for YOU to
decide who and where they are.
No, no, no, they're no t a d octor and

and it 's in the Coffeehouse t onig ht
and tomorrow at
7:30 pm.
For all t he
people raised in a
barn i n Pig 's Knuckles, Wes t Virginia ,

who are
s c ra t ch i ng

Fact s and Phalluses:

Serving Up Beefcake
at the Manor
By Nicole Porter , Suzanne
Regnier, and Jennifer
Zampell
THE CHIPPENDALE VIRGINS
\y ho ever said there's no culture in Waterville? Tuesday night
we joined the women of central
Maine at John Martin's Manor for a
"little trip through our world of
fantasy." The stage was small, the
setting intimate. We clutched
sweaty fistfuls of dollar bills anxiously awaiting the start of the
Chippendales show.The show was
on! As soon as the scan tily-clad men
sauntered across the shallow stage,
an orchestra of cat-calls .erupted
fromtheall-femaleaudience whose
ages ranged from 21 to 80-.
Starting with a heart-render^
ing version-of "How Am I Supposed to Live Without You?", the
show became really hot. To cool
things down, however, our guys
took full ad van tag© of the icebucket
that wasplacedon stage. Asa dancer
with hair that would put Farah'sto
shame simulated a throbbing trumpet beat,the rest of the men o# stage
rubbed their hard-muscled bodies
with ice—ALL over. Let's ju st emphasize the fact that they only wore
wee-littlesilk G-strings at this point.
A question came from Jen: "Where
can you buy g low-in-the-dark Gstrings?" Other skits included a
well-synchronized military march
complete withmen in dress whites,
a bumping-and-grihdingversion of
"Rhythm Nation,"and our personal

An eternal souvenir. It reads: "Colby—Let's Have A Gang Bang, Eric.

yak breeder who've crashed a party
at the Plaza. They're two people
creating a smar t, witty and , hopef ull y, coherent scene ou t of the
wildest imaginings of their audience.
T w o
p eople stand

up and begin
a scene—perhap s he's a
doc t or and
she's a nurse

now
the i r

in an off ice or

s o m e t h i ng
like that. At

hea ds (while still

hol d ing a peanut

butter sandwich in
their hands) an d
wondering 'Vhut in
tarnation is a golda ng improv comThe Colby Impr ov Co. is ready to makeyou roll.
pany?"
Improv means no script, no a nurse in an office—you have to be
d i rection , nothing except what the more creative than that. They're a
audience gives the actors. It means doughnut salesman and a
Ncpalcsc
tho actors are making it up as they
1 1
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favorite, le p ieced e resistance, an allnaked bedroom scene slithered to
the tune of "Fever." While Eric, a
27-year old dancer from Lowell,
Mass. strategically p laced a black
satin pillowover his "ass-et,"weall
desperately craned our necks to get
an "eyeful."Another crowd pleaser
was Chippendale's rendition of
"You Can Leave Your Hat On"—
you can fi gure out where they left
it!
Thoug h tickets were $21" a
piece, everyone felt the show was
well worth the price, and several
women even went to both shows.
There were a few disappointments,
however.Jen was very upset when
she realized that she couldn't tuck
her dollars in their G-strings;
Suzallfi- was hurt bythe fact thatall
the dancers had bigger breasts than
she^ NJicole was disdained by the
dancer who stepped on her foot to
fondle: the woman behind her, but
felt a vindicated when the same
dancer fell off the stage a few minutes later. Though we weren't allowed to take photos, we got
memories to last a lifetime.
After the show we got a
chance to talk to some of the girlfriends of our favorite dancers, Eric
and Tor. Surprisingly, Marlene and
Mercedes, both from L.A., seemed
very secure in their relationships.
When asked about the strange
women swooning at Tor,Mercedes,
age 21, replied, "Who cares? They
come home with us." Lucky y ou,
Mercedes.Q

regular p oints
throughou t ,

each character

f ishes a little

——-__ ¦_—-__—-—__¦_ ¦—_———_¦_—_—
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p hoto by Dana Mackin

p iece of paper
out of a ha t,

reads what the

paper says and has to make it work
into the scene. Those arc the same
little pieces of paper on which, ear-

lier in the evening, the audience
wrote charming little phrases such
as... no, no , no, not "YO
MUTIIUHl"—try again. How 'bout:
"Drenched in health is the bloated
Fr ou Frou "or 'Thegef ilte fish takes
thetrolley north in thedayligh t with
the myopic Pekinese"? M y, you're
"improv-ing."
The possibilities arc endless.
There's no admission charged , but
donations are encouraged; all proceed s go t o t he Dae d alus Project t o
Benefit AIDS Research. It's probably recyclable too.
So come tonight and tomorrow night—the shows arc different
each timo (obviously)—and see
Sam-Marah-Kellic-Walker-JenDana-Mark-Kelly-Katie-StcveChristy—(gaspl) —and Beth sayycsl
to whatever you want.
You'll like it it'll be fun.
You'll laug h , you 'll cry, you'll say it
was better than Cats and (hopef ull y!) you'll come twice.Q
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Movies

(

Colby

Madonna in Truth or Dare
Thurs., Fri., and Sat. at 7+9 pm

Hoyts
873-1300

The People Under The Stairs
7:30/9:50
E Add am 's Family - 7:15/9:40
I American Tail - 6:15/8:15/9:45
j Curly Sue - 7:20/9:20
; All I Want For Chri stmas - 7pm
j The Butcher's Wife - 9:10 only
Cape Fear - 6:50/9:30

Railroad Square
873-6526

The Commitments - last
show tonight at 7 pm and
9:20 pm. Thousa n d Pi eces of
Sold - H/22 thru 11/25 at 7
and 9:05pm , 1prn Sat+Sun .
11/26 thru 11/28 at 9:45 on ly.
The 23rd Int'l Toumee of
Animation - 12/2 at 7 pm ,
12/3 thru 12/5 at 9:05 only

"
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Calendar of Events
Concerts/ Plajj

COLBYCOLLEGE:

i

•Concert: Colby Jazz/Wind Ensembles on 11/21 at 8:00 pm in Lorimer Chapel.
•Concert: Music at Colby Concert Series: Colby CollegiumMusicum/Universityof New Hampshire Choir: "Music for Chorus and Brass"
11/23 at 8:00 pm in Lorimer Chapel.
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BATES COLLEGE: '

Hf|]

•Concert-Bowdoin Symphony Orchestra Program includes the music of Franz Schubert on Sunday 11/24 at 3pm in the Chapel.

jl
S American Ballet East will present "The Nutcracker" on Fri. 11/29, Sat. 11/30 at 2pm and 8pm at Portland City Hall. Info: 878-3032
i
m
1

Art Exhibitions

5
I

H

BOWDOIN COLLEGE:

•Concert: The Androscoggin Valley Community Orchestra will be joined by an ensemble of young string students from the area in a
performance of works by Lully, Rimsky-Korsakoff and Bizet, and, as a special highlight, Saint-Saens' Carnival of the Animals, featuring
If shadow puppets by master puppeteer Leland Faulkner and narration of Ogden Nash poetry by Lewiston mayor Jim Howaniec; conducting
i is Greg Boardman. Admission: $5/$3. Info.: 784-6084. Olin Arts Center Concert Hall.
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BATES COLLEGE

m Robert Indiana and The Hartley Elegies-Through Dec. 20th Robert Indiana 's most recent silkscreen
w prints created as a homage to the artist Marsden Hartley, a Lewiston native. Museum hours are 10
and 1to 5 pm Sunday. Free Admission. Telephone (207)
M am to 5 pm. Tuesday through Saturday,
¦
-
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Miscellaneous |i

COLBY COLLEGE
The German Image: Contemporary Works on Paper. Through 11/27
Art Faculty Exhibition -Throu gh 12/20

786-6158.

Hp

.__

|
m BOWDOIN COLLEGE
S ThcHere and the Hereafter: Images of Paradise in Art (through Dec. 15)

Twentieth-Centurv Art: Selections from the Permanent Collection (through Feb.9)

g • *The Bowdoin College Museum of Art will be observing A Day Without AH: A National Day of
if Action and Mourning on Sunday 12/1. There will be a slide lecture titled "Strange Bedfellows? Art
i H istory and Aids Act ivism, Politics and Post-Modernism" presented at 7:30 pm in the Beam
Classroom, Visual Arts Center.

The Daedalus Project, a
|
variety show and
i|
auction benefiting the
6
n Maine AIDS Alliance,
H is this Saturday at 7pm
i
at the Waterville Opera
i House. Minimum
|
donation is $6.50. Call
§
g 873-5507 for tix & info
g
H
if
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|
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Mellencamp and Young: Respective Artists of Pretentiousness and Power
By Johan Dowdy and
Matthew Kales
STAFF WRITERS
i
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. JohnJMellencamp,
Whenever We Wanted • ; , <
In 1982, a young artist
emerged from middle America with
his first pop hit entitled, "Hurt so
good." Although his name has
metamorphosed frequently (from
John Cougar to John Cougar Mellencamp to the present John
Mellencamp), his musical style has
remained the same. Mellencamp
bangsout his typical countrycrunch
rock, frequented by powerchord
punches and standard rock-riff
jabbs. Although his performance is
memorable, he
never floors you
with his delivery.
Whenever
We
Wanted ,
Mellencamp 's
latest release, is
typ ical of his efforts todate.lthas
a few promising
songs, a few mediocre songs, and a few that aren't
worth mentioning. Mellencamp is
still a country boy seeking to understand his role in the world, but
he's not to be dismissed as a country bumpkin.

Pant agrue lism

A dedicated artist who has
neither reached nor realized his
potential, with songs like "I Ain't
Ever Satisfied" Mellencamp vividly
portrays the angst of hometown
America,though there is something
vaguely unsettling in his "good old
boy7' image.
Unlike musicians who chant
the fears, loves, and hates of the
average American (like Woodie
Guthrie, Bob Dylan, or even Tom
Petty), Mellencamp has a Hollywood quality about him, one that
falsifies his genuine image—it's
almost as if he is acting out a role.
His interests in the pli ght of
the working class are reflected in
both his lyrics and his involvement
in projects such
asFarm-Aid.For
examp le, the
track "They're
So Tough" reflects the hel plessness of being
trapped in the
lower tier of society: 'They like
to make us feel
small./They like to put us down
and keep us down."Sentiments like
these show that Mellencamp does
have a social agenda; but there are
other factors to consider.
His lyrics are often too clichdd

to be credible. For example: "She
likes t o t a lk abou t a rt ,/shecan show
you a good time,/but she'll never
touch your heart." Mellencamp's
weakness is that his music concentrates on expressing his "problematic" down-to-earth relationships.
But, when he focuses on the com:
mon social and political problems
of middle America, he is at his best.
Unfortun a t e I y ,
Mellencamp is
more of a pop musician than a country boy—a marriage that can only
obstruct his ascension to his own artistic nirvana.(J.D.)

Neil Young,WeM
With the exception of David
Bowie, no other performer of our
time has used as many diverse
musical styles as Neil Young. From
the psychedelic country muses of
Crosby, Still, Nash and Young to
the fist-pumping anthems of his
projects with Crazy Horse, Young
embodies all that is great about rock
n' roll: superb songwriting, explosive guitar, and the ability to incorporate many musical influences
into his work.

by Ethan Gettm an '92

This omnipresence is apparent on Young's new double-live release, Weld. Recorded on the 199091 Ragged Glory Tour, this album
is a powerful testament to thedurability of classic Young songs, and
the impact of his recent material.
Crazy Horse is Young's backup
band on this album, and its ferocity
and skillon WeWrivals thatof 1979's
Live Rust. The
world's greatest
garage band has
improved with
age and can still
create a formidable wall of
sound.
Young
doesn't waste any
time on Weld as he
kicks off his set
with a blazing
rendition of "HeyHey,MyMy(I nto
the Black)/' As he wails homage to
the heady heyday of Johnny Rotten, Young's scope of influence
transcends every genre of music.
What other seminal architect of
modern rock has recognized and
absorbed the style of punk music as
part of his own music?
The energy on Weld rarely
wavers, even when Young slows
down the pace to cover Dylan's
"Blowin' in the Wind." Weld was
recorded during the Gulf War,

prompting Young to include the
Dylan track as a reminder of the
repeated p itfalls of history, especi a lly with regard to the folly of
war. For this same reason, two of
Young's own tirades against violence and oppression—"Cortez the
Killer"and "Powderfinger "—were
reintroduced to the set to provide
for almost fifteen minutes of
haunting imagery and relentless
guitar.
Someof Young'sdiehard fans
will be disappointed by the absence
of acoustic material; Weld does not
contain songs like "Sugar Mountain" or "After the Gold Rush." By
refraining from the predominantly
folk-inspired work of his past music, Young retains the album 's
consistency and sheer power.
For those who enjoy the
chunky riffs and thundering
rhythms of Young's recent work,
there is also Arc, a supplement to
Weld that consists of 30 minutes of
feedback (dubbed by Young as
"New Age Metal"). Originally suggested by Thurston Moore, the
guitarist for noise-merchantsSonic
Youth (Young's opening band on
tour), Arc may be an acquired taste
among classic Neil Young fans.
With or without this mutated sibling, Weld will stand as a permanent monument to Neil Young's
musical triumphs. (M.K.)Q

J -Board continued f r ompage 8
student in any way, but shouldn't
the State's punishment be
sufficient?
A recent case a t " J-Board
concerned a student who verbally
assaulted the Athletic Director of
Bates College. The" plaintiff was
allowed to take the student to JBoard and testify byphone.Another
student was at a party this summer
at another college where he caused
$25 worth of damage, which he
immediately paid. The other college
was satisfied with thepayment, and
sent a "standard" letter to inform
Colby. Without a trial, Colby put
him on disciplinary probation for
the semester.
I spoke with Dean of the College
Earl Smith about the College's
position.He prefaced by saying that
at Colby there "are no bad kids,just
good kids who sometimesdodumb
things."
He honestly believes thi s, and I
agree with him.
Smith explained thatColby does
not go looking for off-campus
incidents. Yet, the College believes
it is within their power to act upon
those brought to their alternation.
What complicates the issue is that
many of these off campus incidents
are illegal. However, the question
lies not in the nature of these
incidents, but rather where the
College's influence should stop. For
if Colby has the power to sanction
you for stealing dip at the Big A pple
in Waterville, it can "bust" you for
a fi ght in a Boston bar in August.
As Smith said, no one would
have a problem with the College
kicking out a rapist or a murderer,
but when a private institution gives
itself a carte blanche on the outside
lives of its students, the potential

On December 4, t991f Colby commemorates -

for abuse is obvious. Whether you
like it or not, these are the rules.
Question them, argue them/try to
change them, but in the mean time
behave
yourself
during
Thanksgiving break, or you may
find yourself in the Dean's office
when you get backO

Kerrey continued f r omp a g e9
unfortunately, will only make our
deficit worse.I agree that the deficit
must be dealt with soon. Picking
the right time is the key. Deal with
it now,and this recession just mi ght
get a lot worse before it gets better,
I can agree with you, Senator
Kerrey on one thing, though. Your
idea for a national health care
system is something that is needed
in this country. The inflation rate on
health care has historically grown
at rates that boggle human
comprehension,and weare the only
industrialized nation without a
health care system. But before you
implement a system,why don't you
consult some foreign countries and
see how they do it? Our neighbors
to the north could surely give us
some advice. Remember, it has to
be something we all can agree on.
So Senator Kerrey, I hope your
speech at Colby was a result of jetlag because your idealistic views
sound good but are unrealistic. If
you do become President and you
do everythingyou say,this country
will be a total disaster by the time
you're done. And to the Democratic
Party in general, if Senator Kerrey
is truly one of your leading
candidates,he's got a lot of shaping
up to do before he even considers
challenging President Bush and
Vice-President Quayle.Q

World AIDS Day

y

"Sharing with Challenge"
t

.

:

Come help support those people living with
AIDS around the world*The evening includes:
Candlelight walk to Lorimer Chapel
Guest speaker
Two readings
Musical selections
Six panels from the AIDS quilt
i

(times to be announced)
sponsored by HIWAIDS group of Peer Health
for more information contact Liz Thornton (X3669)
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• • Arbos Has Moved • •
Thompson and Hachey
Arbos

|Towing and Repair • Transmissions • Self Storage Units
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Join us at our new facility located at
126 Drummond Ave., Waterville, Me.
Opening Date 12/ 2/ 91
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Arbos Special
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Oil/Lube/Filter

$9.95 • up to 5 quarts oil • with this coupon
(Good for month of Dec.)
•

'
I
872-9551
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Now taking orders for pies and cakes

for the holidays!! - call us today

Coupon
|
J
. $i off on homemade pie i
I P
I
$5 off 1/2 sh eot cak e
|i
| (white or chocolate)
¦I
i
I Bring Mom & Dad one of I I
ro^wt piori
|
I I
Mai n Street, Waterville, Maine
872-8748 1
Bakery & Gourmet Desserts
Fresh Ground Coffee
Pull Breakfast & Lunch
Homemade Soups
& Daily Specials
Cakos for all Occasions
Catering & Parties
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873-63161

Think of the six women
closest to you.
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Nowguess
whichonewillbe raped
this year.

One out of six college women will be sexually assaulted this year.
But you can change the odds of it happening. Simply by trying to
avoid situations thn t lenvc you or your friends vulnerable,
For starters, follow security measures. Don't prop residence hnll
doors open. Walk with a friend after dark. And be aware that date
rape is a major problem on college campuses.With many of these
rapes involving drinking.
Then share these facts with six of your friends, And maybe none
of them will become another statistic.
01000 FtapoDominant Conlor,Santa Monica Hoopllal.
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ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES. ^I#
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photo by Ari Druker

Long-time Colby head trainer Carl Nelson is this week's Devastator,
as the new 2,100-square toot Colby physical therapy center was dedicated in his name at its opening ceremony on Saturday, November 9.
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HowYxi like Bzza At Home.
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Busch Bar Bottles
• $10.86 per case + tax and deposit
Milwaukee Best
• half barrel $33.98 + tax and deposit
Miller Lite 24 packs
• $11.11 + tax and deposit

mmm ,^^

11am - 2am Fri. & Sat

$3.00 off any Pizza.
Customer pays all sales

tax -

Expires 12/4/9 1
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We Have:
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11am -1 am Sun. - Thurs.

Pizza Mania!!

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.^t-F

We sell Discount Beer, Wane, and Soda.

Op®n for lunch
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Monday/Tuesday
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Get a 16" cheese pizza and
2 cokes® for onl y $8.00.
Customer pays all sales
tax and bottle deposit.
Expires 12/4/91
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VftW ftt P«rttcipal«V3.(ciroa ooty. Not vaM withany oihar otttr. Pdcsa may vary.
Customer pays sales tan whoro applicable, Delivery areai limitedto ensure safe
driving. Our driver* cany loss Ihun $20,00, Cain vah»"M. Our driver* aro not
panalUodtac late dultvoriott .©100 1 Domino's Pi«a,Inc.
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Madness

VflU<1Bl *rtWP»>«HJ »lo'« onry. Not valid with any oilhir otter. Prices may vary.
CuMomec pay* aatotlAK wlwto applicable, Delivery araui limited lo ensure safe
driving. Our rtrlvere coiry km than $20.00, Cnih value1'*. Our drivara aro not
penalliod for lute cktbvsriea ¦o Inot Donilno'a Piua. Inc.

Dollvoty nrono limited lo onwro snfo driving, (010D1 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Umitad timo only. Ollnr may vary. Paitlclpnllno "lotos only.
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Men 's squash looks to improve New coach, new swimmers
could put men and women a stroke ahead
upon last year's ranking
By Elliott Barry
STAFF WRITER

By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Fresh off her first season as the
women's volleyball coach, Shelia
Cain is leading the men's and
women's swim teams this winter for
thefirst time,taking over the position
previously held by RochelleAmaral.
Cain is left with a solid system,,and
although the two teams are
considered separate, they function
as one unit. As the season starts the
main goal for each teamis to reach its
peak when the New England match
comes around.
Thepresenceofnewtalentcauses
much of the excitement for any team
starting its season. For the swim
teams this is no exception. Yuhgo
Yamaguchi '95,will be the only male
diver and should score many points
for the team.
Fi"eshmen Evan Berman, Abe
Rogers and Mike Kaplan will also
makelargecontributions tothemen's
team. Alison Angino '95, will join
the divers,and freshmen Kara Toms
and Julie Rentz will make large
impacts on the women'sswim team.
These freshmen join a talented
group of returning upperclassmen.
Themenwillbeledbyseniorcaptains
B.J. Gasperroni and Matt Davies.
Both provide excellent leadership in
addition to being the team's two
strongest swimmers. Cain also
pointed
to John Kaplan '94, Dick
different schedule thisyear that will
Weafer
'93,
Mike Saad '93,and Greg
make its goals difficult to achieve.
Lynch
'94,
to make major
The team will play a home-andcontributions
for
the men.
home series against powerful
Sura
Dubow
'92, and Debra
Bowdoin, Middlebury, Williams,
lead
the women's
Stinchfield
'92,
and Babson. "We play one of the
hardest schedules a team can play team. Liz Makely '92, is the team's
strongest diver. The women have a
at this level," said Corey.
large
gap to fill with the graduation
Corey summed up what he
of
three-time
all-American Sally
thinks the season will be like: "I
White.
think we will be really erratic in the
"Our depth should be a major
first half. We've got nine new
help in pulling in the slack left by
players, and it is a very difficult
adjustment from the hi gh school Sally. However, it is impossible to
game to the college game. Once fill the shoes she left," said Cain.
The New England meet is the
those guys make that adjustment
ultimategoal
for both teams,and itis
though,we should be very tough in
where
the
season
comes together.
the second half."Q

The men s squash team, which
dropped five notches to number 23
in the national NCAA Division III
rankings last year,has a good chance
to improve its ranking in 1992. Its
first challenge will be adapting to
new coach John Illig.
Though the team posted an
unimpressive 6-11 record last year,
it did have one season highlight:
Mike Keller '92, this year's team
captain who made it to the national
singles tournament for the first time
last year. The White Mules lost no Men 's squash p hoto by Cina Werthem
other player to graduation .
Keller will play in the number ago, should grab the fourth spot,
one slot, while Dilan Siritunga '92, and David McPhaul '93, is likely to
and Jim Conrad '92, round out the take the fifth spot Curt Stevenson
top three. Keller and Siritunga have '92, and Kirt Frederickson '92, who
a good chance to represent Colby in each spent last season abroad,"will
the Nationals again. Siritunga, a challenge the top players and
native of Sri Lanka, learned to play should make a contribution," said
the American version of squash only Keller. A strong first-year class
rounds out the squad, which cou ld
two years ago.
its best record in years with
post
Peter Caruso '93, who had an
at the helm.Q
Illi
debuting
g
impressive 17-5 record two year

Goaltending could lead "Ice"
Mules back to play-offs
By Tyler Duvall
STAFF WRITER
What does the coach think of a
team with an abundance of
freshman talent, great goaltending
and a brutal schedule?
"I'm cautiously optimistic,"said
Colby men's hockey coach Charlie
Corey.
Colby hockey is hoping to
improve on last year's 9-10-4record,
in which the team lost seven
overtime games and missed a playoff berth by one final game against
Bowdoin.
Captain and goalie Eric Turner
'92, will start this year after being
voted second team all-league last
year. Alex Moody '94, will also see
plenty of action in the White Mule
net.
"We are definitely strong at
goalie," said Corey.
The team will also look for
contributions from its nine
freshmen. Some of including
defensemen Bill Driscoll '95, and
Randall Schmitz '95, and forwards
Brian Pompeo '95, Dan Larkin '95,
Chris Russell '95 and Chad Buald
'95.
Forward Derek Bettencourt '92,
will carry much of the team'sscoring
burden after being named second
team all-league last year, while the
defense will be controlled by cocaptains Scott Phillips '92, and Tim
Sullivan '92. Other returnees
include Mike Maloney "94, Mike
Flynn '92, Ma rk Lombard '92, Keith
Glcason '94, and Blair Wcatherbic
'94.
"Our goal this season is to have
a winning record and to make the
playoffs," said Corey. "The teams
in our league are so even that
anything can happen once you get
in the playoffs."
Colby will be playing a slightly

The women hope to makea splash this year.
P "°t0 ty Clna Werthem
TVe need to work on getting down the adjustment to each other we'll
our times so we can qualify as many really be able to realize our goals."
people as we can for the New
A unique aspect of the Colby
Englands," said Cain. "Hopefull y swim team is the closeness between
we can jump up a few spots in the the women's and men's teams.
standings if everyoneperforms well Although they compete as separate
at the New Englands."
teams, they act as one.
"I feel very good about this
"Both teams work and function
program," she said. "We have a lot very well togetherand thishasmade
of talent and once everybody makes my life much easier," said Cain. ?

Abend feels women
set to squash opponents
By Andrea Solomita

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Posting an impressive 14-8
record,last year's women's squash
team ranked 15in thenation despite
the absence of its two best players,
Margaret Igoe '92, and Meredith
Johnson '92. Both have returned
from abroad and will combine.with
Christy CRourke '92,as tori-captains
for the 1991-92 season. According
to Coach Paula Aboud, "they are
the strongest top three players
Colby has ever seen."
The three tri-captains hope to
qualify for post-seasoncompetition.
If they succeed, it will be the first
time in Colby history that the top
trio has qualified for the national
tournament.
Returnees Abigail Knapp '93,
Tina Buffum '93, and Kim Carlson
'93, will contribute to the success of

this year s squad in its pursuit of a
fifth
consecutive
CBB
championshi p.
Thokozani
Kadzamira '92, will count on
experience and her intense style of
play to keep ahead of a challenging
group of underclassmen. Returnee
Nicole St.John '92,and the addition
of two tennis standouts, Holly
Martin '95, and Kate La Vigne '95,
will add depth at the bottom of the
ladder.
The team's depth and intensity
lay the foundation for what Aboud
anticipates will be another recordbreaking season. "This year the
team will set higher goals than last
year and the previous six years,"
said Aboud. After an impressive
third-place finish at the Division III
Howe Cup championshi p, Colby is
knocking of the Level Two door
and looking for another recordbreaking season. Q
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Bicycles and all
Accessories

Bicycle Exercise
Equipmen t
Save $20 on Bi ke

Alpine Ski Tun ing
In-line Skates
U ltra Whee ls
$5 discount on

I

L ?!_? __dIH_?ijyv^'1_icLJ
9-5 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
Closed Wed. and Sun.

Chris & Pam
McMorrow

Hockey Sale \j )

^®^° °^ a^ Hockey Protective Equipment
20% off all Hockey Accessories
20% off Wood Sticks
10% off Aluminum Sticks
I
Skate Sharpening $1.50 - usually while you wait
Skates by Bauer, Micron, and CCM at team prices
Practice and Team Jerseys
«»—•
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Bearing Overhauls
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873-5490
209 College Ave.
Wa t erville, ME 04901

Best Selection in Central Maine
100'S Of Sticks tO ChOOSe from

Jclothing & sporting goods

Maln St.,FaJrfield
453-97'56
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Center(s) of Attention
J knew what their taterrts were em ihebasketball court,
CetttersPaul Butler'Stf> and Beth Montgomery'9kboth led their
basketball teams to ECACChampionshipslast yearas
sophomores. Both players- are alsoknoWnfbr their hard work

"down in the paint" grabbingkeyreboundsand making clutch
shots,
What this humble sportswritetdid n&t know-however,was

that Paul and Beth a|sn excel in the classroom; the same hard
work and determination thatmadethem great athletes, mak es
them top students as well, I fibest realized this this semester,
when I found myself sitting beside Paul in one class,and Beth
in another. I've also discovered that they are two of the nicest
people one will meet at Colby.They exemplify what being a
student-athlete is all about,
Panl and Beth are not the only ones, though-There are
hundreds of students atColby just like them; students who
must carefullyplan their time,jugglingacademics and athletics.
This does not phase most students here, as the student-athleteis
a common sight on Mayflower Hill,
After my freshman year at a Division 1university, I decided
it was time for a change,I visited Colby in the Spring of 1990,
and decided to take in an ECAC men's basketball play-off game,
I was amazed.
Whereas a game at my old school was a distant, impersonal
event similar toa pro-game, the Colby game had a dose-knit,
"ra-ra"feeling that glowed with school spirit/The students in
th e stands weregenuinely excited. Not only that, but they
cheered for the players like they were actually f riends with
them.
It did not take long to notice the different attitudes towards
athletics at the Division I and tMvision III schools. At the D-I,
athletes are placed upon a pedestal, ate given special treatment
and are looked upon more favorably than the average student.
The college experiences these athleteshave are much differen t
than those of other students at the exact same school.
•¦ ? At the D?!school, unl ess a student wasavarsity athlete, he or
she did not even have access to the weight room, The athletes
'yveKe.alsa.p enalized less^everelythan< Dthers, for ,committing the
same crimes,.There were numerous instances when 1saw a
group of underage basketball players walk into one of the local
watering holes without being carded. This often came minutes
after a group of students Were rudely greeted and denied entry
into the bar by the same guys working the door.
Where ever theywere, who ever they were, athletes were
always the centerof attention^
It can be a lonel y feeling for the*Test of us, A student can'feel
like he/she is a second-class citizen, and with good reason.
Colby and schools likeit make for&much more pleasant '
athletic/academic atmosphere* Sports are kept in their proper
perspective, and therefore therei$ ahn«)$t no tension between
athletes and non-athletes- At theP-J school, the athletes were
alwaysaloof and did not Associate with anyone who was not
"one of their own'** I'm not so sure theywere to blame,
h&WWr, They Wer«* merelyprodticfe Of their ^nvitronmenr.
And whereas the term "stttdenNthleta"is an oxymoron at
the DivisionI schools,, it is quiteapplicable at smaller schools
like Colby,Yes, there are always going to be exceptions.There

,.t0 the hfg*ti me afttete» who .irehighHachievmg studentsa$
well—hut that tends to be the exception to the rule,J'm not
ref erring to students at institutions suclta Stanford ,Duke,or the
Ivies, where athletes are held to the sa me rigorous academic
$feud4*ti$*ft nottoMhlcfe*.
If 8tudcnt*athletes«"or just sludciUs^suchasFauland Beth
are recognized for their achievements, it is because they are
deserving of the accoladesplaced Upon (hem* If certain Colby
Studfcrt ts we givort spec U\ rttfflgmtiOn, iH$ not bt^iuseof what
sport or activity theymight be involved in*4t is because of who
they ar« as individuals, and what they have accomplished, s
For .ill the right -easttus. it could be said thatPaul awd Beth
,Ve> HO pvn iht<md<!d, OinteW of AtfMtiM . Q

White Mules Tip-Off tomorrow
By Jonathan Walsh

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Colby men's basketball (23-4 last
ht
year)tipsoffitsseasontomorrownig
htagainsttheUniversityofMaine
ateig
at Farmington (14-10) in the second
gameof the Colby InvitationalTip-Qff
Tourney. The game, to be held in
Wadsworth Gymnasium, will be
broadcast live on WMHB.
In the first game the Thomas
CollegeTerriers(l0-14)willsquareoff
againsttheOswegoStateGreatLakers
(2-22) at six o'clock.
The White Mules lost their preseasongameheldlastSaturdayagainst
the Alumni 104-91.
Colbywouldnormallybeaheal thy
favorite to win the Tourneyover UMF
and the winner of the Thomas-SUNY
Oswego game,but the team has been
stricken with numerous injuries in the
past week.
"Rightnowwehavealotofbumps
and bruises," said Coach Dick
Whitmore. A calf injury suffered last
weekcouldsidelinecenter PaulButler,
whoislistedashavinga "50-50"chance
of playing in the season opener.
EvenifButlerisreadytheTourney
won't be a cakewalk for the Mules,
and Coach Whitmore is smart in not
looking past the first game against a
UMF team which led the nation in
scoring last year. "We'll try to make
them work to score, we'll have to cut
down on their options, said Coach
Whitmore.
Here is a preview of Colby 's
competition in the Tip-Off Tourney:
UMF: an exciting team coached
for the third year by Brian Dodge,the
Beavers led the NCAA and NAIA (all
divisions) in scoring with 1125 points
pergame,anaverageof2.8perminuta
UMF has a fo rm id able lin eup of
returning players, including guard
Chr
is Bessey, th e Beavers' leading
scorer last year.
Senior tri-captain Paul True joins
Bessey in the backcourt, with junior
point guard Doug Sautter. Leading
the way in thefrontcourt are senior tricap tain and center John Mayo,
sophomore center Wes Daggett, and
senior tri-captain and forward Rob
Flome.
The UMF Beavers are a run-andgun team tha t isn't afraid to shoot takingalmosttwiceas many3-pointers
as their opponents last year.
Thomas: What a difference a year
makes. Atleastthat 'swhat head coach
PaulBoothhopes."We'reayearolder,
a year smarter, and a year better, and
I think we'll reflect that in the [Tip-Off]
Tourney." Thomas features a big
frontline and quick guard s, but they
have no seniors, and Boot h feels the
team needs to mature.
Led by forward Vic Padolko and
trioptain forward Barry Chassie,
Thomas hopesto makcit to theNAIA
Div.5 play-offs. Its first obstacle of the

Men 's soccer gets All-Stars
Doug Oppenhiemcr and Brian Wicrcinski have been selected to
play in the New England Intercollegiate Soccer League All Star Game on
Sunday, November 24 at Tufts at 2pm.
Coach Serdjenian, as last year 's coach of the year, will coach the
North team.
This is the second year that both players h ave been chosen by
opposing coaches to participate in the NEISL event.
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UMF Beavers
Head Coach: Brian Dodge, Colors:
Maroon & White
Last year: 14-10
Leadin g returnees:
Name
Yr Pos Ht
-Chris Bessey
Jr. G 6'1"
18.9 ppg, 4.1 rpg, 2.4 apg
-Paul True
Sr. G 5'11"
16.5 ppg, 6.1 apg, 32.1 % 3-pt FG
-Wes Daggett
So. C 6'7"
9.7 ppg, 6.4 rpg, 19 blocks
-Doug Sautter
Jr. G 5'10"
9.7 ppg, 8.6 apg
Sr. C 6'5"
-John Mayo
8.2 ppg, 6.4 rpg

season comes tomorrow night at 8
when they face SUNY Oswego, a
program with which none of the
schools is overly familiar.
After two years rebuilding,Booth
feels his team is ready to make an
impression. "We've improved as a
team.This is a pretty good field,and a
good tournament to start off with.
We're looking forward to coming up
and...hopefulIy,to eventually playing
Colby in the final."
Oswego StateTheonly thingsthat
aren't mysteries with this team are
that it plays in possibly the toughest
Division III conferencein the country
(SUNYAC West), and. that when it
takesthecourt tomorrow,theOswego
State Great Lakers may also be one of
the youngest teams in the country.
CoachJohnMeehandoesn'texpect
things to kick into gear right away,
especially since eight of his twelve
playersarefreshman,and twoveterans
were forced to leave the team for

Leading returnees:

Name

Vic Padalko

i33p PE,84rDe
S&Sto

Yr Pos Ht

Jr.

F 6'5"
So. F/C
6'6"

io PPg, 7 rpg
-Jim Ward
Jr. G 6'1"
8-3 ppg,54%3-pt FG
-BrSi NoUes
Jr. F/C 6'7"
6 ppe, 67rpe

B^Sfe

43ppg,23rpgH

Jr. G/F 6'2"

OstVego State Great lakers
Head coach:John MeehaitColors:
£recn, Gold & White
La5tyear; 2-22
Leading returnees:
Name
Yr Pos- Ht
TomFarney
Jr. F 82"
Lyons- Fails,NY
Brta n Myatt
So. C 87"
1 Oneida, NY
Chris Crowell '
Jx. F 83"
Fatrport,NY
MikeMobley
Jr. F 8V
Batavia, NY

academic reasons. 'Things won't
happen quickly...but we need to stay
positive and believe in what we're
doing," said Coach Meehan.
Oswego'stwo leading scorers will
not be back, but co-captains Tom
Farney (junior forward) and Brian
Myett (sophomore center) will try to
lead the young squad up from last
year's 2-22record.
UnfortunatelyfortheGreatLakers
they open on the road \yhen they face
Thomastomorrow,although Meehan
feelsthiscouldbeablessingindisguise
"I'm looking to see how well we
respond...beingawaytogether for four
d ays," said Meehan. "We'll t ry to
control the tempo of the game...to be
abletoplayatapacewe'recomfortable
with."
Tip-Off Tourney consolation and
championship games will be played
on Saturday at one and three p.m.,
respectively.!!)

Wednesday Night at
Champions is
"Over the Hump Nightf'
Largest Dance Floor in Central Maine
• Special Drinks & T-shirt Giveaways •
• $.75 Drafts •
• 18 and over admitted •

^

El m Plaza , Waterville, ME

Men's basketball looks to defen d ECAC title
By T.J. Winick

SPORTS EDITOR
Although Coach Richard
Whitmore has three of five starters
back from last year's ECAC
Championship squad, he looks at
the upcoming 1991-92 basketball
campaign as "a transitional season."
Gone from last winter's 23-4 team
are top guns Tom Dorion (All-CBB)
and Kevin Whitmore (2nd team AllAmerican), leaving the coaching
staff with "a lot of holes to fill/' said
Whitmore.
Returning starters for Colby will
be 6'5" center Paul Butler '93 (5.5
points per game, 6.8 rebounds per
game), 6'5" power forward and cocaptain John Rimas '92 (11.4 ppg,
7.8 rpg), and 6'2" shooting guard
and co-captain John Daileanes '92
(19.5ppg, 4.5 rpg). Whitmorehopes
this trio can lead Colby to a third
straight ECAC Championship.
Although Butler was hampered
by a leg injury in the preseason,
Whitmore expects him to be ready
for tomorrow ni ght 's game.
"We hope to utilize Paul's
outside range, which, along with

his rebounding, defense and inside
scoringshould make him a real force
for us," said Coach Whitmore.
Daileanes, who is capable of
scoringfrom anywhere on the court,
willbecome Colby's main offensive
threat.
"It looks as if John is ready to
step-up to All-American status,"
said Whitmore. "I'm counting on
[ But ler , Rimas, and Daileanes] to
provide leadership for this squad.
They've had plent y of experience ,
and they know what it's going to
take to defend the league title."
Looking to fill the vacancies left
by Whitmore and Dorion will be
forwards Gary Bergeron '94 (2.9
ppg, 67.6 % FG), R ob Carbone '93,
(3.4 ppg, 2.9 rpg), and Greg Becker
'92 (2.6 ppg, 1.4 rpg), as well as
guards Chip Clark'94 (2.6 ppg)and,
Dorion's younger brother,Jason '93
(1-2 ppg).
"A lot of last year's reserves have
worked very hard in the off-season
to improve their games," said
Whitmore. "We like what we see in
Jason and Chip at the point, and
Gary has been solid at [small
forward]."
Hoping to make an impact are
first-year guards Matt Gaudet '95,

(5'11,180), and Greg Walsh '95, (6'1,
180). Gaudet has shown his
impressiveball-handing skills in the
pre-season, and Walsh has turned
some heads with his accurate
shooting. "They're both excellent
players," said Whitmore.
"I w ould ideally like to use an
eight or nine man rotation," said
Whitmore. "They're is going to be a
lot of experimentation towards the
beginningoftheseason to seewhere
everyone fits."
" Whitmore sees the Salem State,
Husson, Williams and Southern
Maine contests as especially big
challenges on the White Mules' 27game schedule. "We play a lot of
excellent teams, a nd we'll h ave to
work hard."
"Were going to have to play
good defense all around to be
successful," said Whitmore.
"Especially stopping penetration to
the basket. We've had s ome
difficulty with that in the
scrimmages."
"Our goal is to always be
competitive,and we want to qualify
for the ECACs [p lay-off
tournament]," said Whitmore. "It
should be an interesting season."Q

New recruits have
women's hockey thinking big
By T.J. Winick

SPORTS EDITOR
Women 's hockey coach Laura
Halldorson's first full year of recruiting has
paid off. There are seven freshmen and one
transfer on this year's squad, and three of the
top six forward s are first-year students.
Centers Ann McManusand Laura Iorio, and
ri ght-wing Lyndsay Griffiths, all first-years,
are
expected to make immediate
contributions this season.
Back from last year's 8-8-3 squad are leftwings Scottie King '93, Eli2abeth Labovitz
'94, and Emil y Muldoon '93, as well as rightwings Jenny Alfond '92,and Jennifer Walker
'94. Also returning is center K.K.Smith '92.
On defense for the Mules are Kate Diana
'94, Anne Gordon '95, co-captain Heather
Hamilton '92, and Jen Devinc'92. Co-captain
Shawn Gagcr '92, is in the net.
"We started shaky in preseason," said
third-year coach Halldorson, "but we madoa
conscious effort to get in shape, and we're
moving in the right direction."
On November 8, tho squad scrimmaged
against New Hampshire Selects,and although
Colby outshot NH 38-12, the Mules lost the
scrimmage 2-1.
They then dropped a scrimmage to
Boston-based Assabct Valley, 5-1.
And last Saturday, Halldorson 's crew
finished out the exhibition season by beating
the Alumni 4-2, scoring three goalsin tholast
period.

Men 's basketball gears up for the season.

p lipto by Cina Wertheim

Women s hoops shooting
for another E CAC crown
By Greg Greco

STAFF WRITER
With a new coach and five new players
the Colby women's basketball team is looking
forward to defending its 1991 ECAC
Championshi p.
The team is led by co-captain and small
forward Liz Cimino '92. Cimino led the team
in scoring and rebounding last year and was
the ECAC play-off MVP. The starting power
forwa rd this year is Kathie Pooler '94, who
was first off the bench last year.
"We're trying to open up tho floor this
year. Pooler and Cimino see each other really
well on the break," said Coach Carol Ann
Beach '88.
Adria Lowell '92,is filling the pointguard
p hoto by Cina Wertheim position held last year by Maria Kim '93, who
is away this year.
"Adria is a natural shooting guard. She
"Our play has improved steadily, and
has
a strong three point shot," said Beach.
we're gaining confidence with.each game,"
The shooting guard this yea r is Josette
said Halldorson.
The hockey team opens up its season this Huntress '94, who Beach said "has really
Saturday night against the University of improved her ball handling."
Beth Montgomery '93, is the starting
MaincatColb y's Alfond Arena. The schedule,
center,
while co-captain Heather Belanger
hopefully running until February 29 (when
'92,
is
the
back-up.
the Division III Championships take place),
"Beth is real strong inside, she has
consists of several Division III , Divison Land
improved
her interior defense dramaticall y.
club teams. Tho list includes Harva rd, St.
Heather
is
going to be important, wc need a
Lawrence, UNH, Brown, and Providence
solid
inside
game this year," said Beach.
College. Halldorson said the teams'goals arc
Besides
Belanger,
other key players off
"to bo over .500 and mako it to the
the
bench
include
Sandra
Jcwcrs '95, Andrea
championship game."

Bowman '94, Laura Schuler '93, and Angela
Tenhett '93.
"We are going to need to go deep this
year. A lot of people are going to gun for us
since we are the defending ECAC champions,
and we need a deep team,"said Beach. "There
are a lot of changes this year with people
leaving expectedly and unexpectedly. Vy"e
can't be worried about extraneous factors,
the players have adapted to the situation ".
Beach is in her first year as head coach. At
Colby, she was a member of the 1985 ECAC
championship team, and captained the team
three years later in 1988. After leaving Colby,
she became an assistant basketball coach at
Trinity College and later became the an
assistant soccer and basketball coach at
Brandeis University. Lastycar, Beach worked
at the Sports Information Department at
Colby before becoming the head coach of
women's basketball and assistant women's
soccer coach this year.
All I want out of this team is to give
100%. I'm a strongbelicvcr in hard work, an d
I have scon a lot of it so far," said Bench .
"Defense can make a big difference. It is the
key to a good team. It alters tho othor team's
game plan, which is ,what you want."
New team, new outlook, but hopefully
old results as the 1991-92 Colby women's
basketball season gets underway. Already
with an impressive win over the Alumni , it
hopes to look strong going into the regular
season .Q

